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our coffee
Raise your standards and
enhance your morning
routine. Kero brand coffee is
created through a perfect
balance of quality beans and
an intricate roasting process.

shop now

staff picks

cyber explorer blend
$14.98

add to cart

double click blend
$14.98

add to cart

social flower blend
$14.98

add to cart

the coffee box
Never run out of coffee again!
The coffee box™ is our new
innovative subscription
service designed so that you
always have fresh coffee
when you need it. Get two
300g bags of Detour coffee
delivered to your door just
days after its roasted.

learn more

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

>

contact us
terms of service
return policy
careers
sustainability
[] [] [] []
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whole bean
ground coffee
k-cups

our coffee

sale items

Raise your standards and
enhance your morning routine.
Kero brand coffee is created
through a perfect balance of
quality beans and an intricate
roasting process.
shop now

staff picks

cyber explorer blend
$14.98

add to cart

double click blend
$14.98

add to cart

social flower blend
$14.98

add to cart

the coffee box
Never run out of coffee again!
The coffee box™ is our new
innovative subscription service
designed so that you always
have fresh coffee when you
need it. Get two 300g bags of
Detour coffee delivered to your
door just days after its roasted.

learn more

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

terms of service / sustainability
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Raise your standards and
enhance your morning routine.
Kero brand coffee is created
through a perfect balance of
quality beans and an intricate
roasting process.

shop now

staff picks

cyber explorer blend

double click blend

social flower blend

$14.98

$14.98
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add to cart

add to cart

add to cart

the coffee box
Never run out of coffee again!
The coffee box™ is our new
innovative subscription service
designed so that you always
have fresh coffee when you need
it. Get two 300g bags of Detour
coffee delivered to your door just
days after its roasted.

learn more

sign up for our newsletter
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whole bean
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sale items

Raise your standards and
enhance your morning routine.
Kero brand coffee is created
through a perfect balance of
quality beans and an intricate
roasting process.

shop now

staff picks

cyber explorer blend

double click blend

social flower blend

$14.98

$14.98

$14.98

add to cart

add to cart

add to cart

the coffee box
Never run out of coffee again!
The coffee box™ is our new
innovative subscription service
designed so that you always
have fresh coffee when you need
it. Get two 300g bags of Detour
coffee delivered to your door just
days after its roasted.

learn more

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address
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real brooklyn
coffee
We offer a revolving
assortment of distinctive
single-origin beans as well as
exclusive Kero crafted blends.
Using modest production
methods we are able to
approach each individual
roast as an opportunity to
elevate and preserve our
quality and taste.
shop now

sustainability
Here at Kero, we care about
the environment. With the
advent of climate change
and rising global temerature,
we at Kero Coffee Company
wanted to ensure that we
did our part. That’s why we
ensure that no matter what
our coffee beans are ethically
sourced from eco-friendly
farms around the world.

the art of roasting
At Kero, coffee roasting is
our artform. We take deep
care and calculations in
order to roast the perfect
bean for the perfect cup.
That’s what makes our
coffee different than other
brands. Since each bean
is roasted with love, the
resulting cup of coffee is
a cup of love too

get in touch
For wholesale inquiries,
please fill out our form.
street address

Kero Coffee Co.
123 Lafayette Road,
Brooklyn, NY, 12321
phone number

+1 (555) 331 7800
e-mail address

hello@kero.coffee
store hours

Mon-Thurs: 9am to 5pm
Friday: 9am to 3pm
Saturday: 10am to 3pm
Sunday: Closed

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address
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terms of service
return policy
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whole bean
ground coffee
k-cups

real brooklyn coffee

sale items

Raise your standards and We offer a revolving
assortment of distinctive single-origin beans as
well as exclusive Kero crafted blends. Using
modest production methods we are able to
approach each individual roast as an
opportunity to elevate and preserve our quality
and taste.
shop now

sustainability
Here at Kero, we care about the environment.
With the advent of climate change and rising
global temerature, we at Kero Coffee Company
wanted to ensure that we did our part. That’s
why we ensure that no matter what our coffee
beans are ethically sourced from eco-friendly
farms around the world.

the art of roasting
At Kero, coffee roasting is our artform. We take
deep care and calculations in order to roast the
perfect bean for the perfect cup. That’s what
makes our coffee different than other brands.
Since each bean is roasted with love, the
resulting cup of coffee is a cup of love too.

get in touch
For wholesale information
please fill out this form
street address:

Kero Coffee Co,
123 Lafayette Lane,
Brooklyn, NY, 12321

phone number:

+1 (555) 331 7800
email address:

hello@kero.coffee
store hours

Mon-Thurs: 9am to 5pm
Friday: 9am to 4pm
Saturday: 10am to 4pm
Sunday: Closed

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

terms of service / sustainability
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whole bean
ground coffee
k-cups
sale items

real brooklyn coffee
Raise your standards and We offer a revolving
assortment of distinctive single-origin beans as
well as exclusive Kero crafted blends. Using
modest production methods we are able to
approach each individual roast as an
opportunity to elevate and preserve our quality
and taste.
shop now

sustainability
Here at Kero, we care about the environment.
With the advent of climate change and rising
global temerature, we at Kero Coffee Company
wanted to ensure that we did our part. That’s
why we ensure that no matter what our coffee
beans are ethically sourced from eco-friendly
farms around the world.

the art of roasting
At Kero, coffee roasting is our artform. We take
deep care and calculations in order to roast the
perfect bean for the perfect cup. That’s what
makes our coffee different than other brands.
Since each bean is roasted with love, the
resulting cup of coffee is a cup of love too.

get in touch
For wholesale information
please fill out this form
street address:

Kero Coffee Co,
123 Lafayette Lane,
Brooklyn, NY, 12321

phone number:

+1 (555) 331 7800
email address:

hello@kero.coffee
store hours

Mon-Thurs: 9am to 5pm Friday:
9am to 4pm Saturday: 10am
to 4pm Sunday: Closed

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

contact us / return policy / careers / terms of service / sustainability
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we make good
coffee for great
people

weak

strong

cyber explorer blend
$14.98 |

more details

double click blend
$14.98 |

more details

social flower blend
$14.98 |

more details

view more

the coffee box
Never run out of coffee again!
The coffee box™ is our new
innovative subscription
service designed so that you
always have fresh coffee
when you need it. Get two
300g bags of Detour coffee
delivered to your door just
days after its roasted.

learn more

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address
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terms of service
return policy
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we make good
coffee for great people
price

strength

roast

weak

strong

cyber explorer blend

double click blend

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

more details

more details

social flower blend

double click blend

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

more details

more details

double click blend

double click blend

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

more details

more details

view more

the coffee box
Never run out of coffee again!
The coffee box™ is our new
innovative subscription service
designed so that you always
have fresh coffee when you
need it. Get two 300g bags of
Detour coffee delivered to your
door just days after its roasted.

learn more

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

terms of service / sustainability

copyright @ kero coffee co. 2018
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we make good
coffee for great people
price

social flower blend

strength

roast

social flower blend

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

social flower blend
$14.98 |

more details

more details

more details

social flower blend

social flower blend

social flower blend

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

more details

more details

more details

social flower blend

social flower blend

social flower blend

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

more details

more details

more details

social flower blend

social flower blend

social flower blend

$14.98 |

$14.98 |

more details

more details

$14.98 |

more details

view more

the coffee box
Never run out of coffee again!
The coffee box™ is our new
innovative subscription service
designed so that you always
have fresh coffee when you need
it. Get two 300g bags of Detour
coffee delivered to your door just
days after its roasted.

learn more

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

contact us / return policy / careers / terms of service / sustainability
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social flower blend
$14.98
Raise your standards and enhance
your morning routine. Kero brand
coffee is created through a perfect
balance of quality beans and an
intricate roasting process.

bag size

v

quantity

v

shop now

related products

cyber explorer blend
$14.98

add to cart

double click blend
$14.98

add to cart

social flower blend
$14.98

add to cart

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address
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whole bean
ground coffee
k-cups
sale items

social flower blend
$14.98
Raise your standards and enhance your
morning routine. Kero brand coffee is created
through a perfect balance of quality beans and
an intricate roasting process.
bag size

v

quantity

v

add to cart

related products

social flower blend

social flower blend

$14.98 |

social flower blend

$14.98 |

more details

more details

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

terms of service / sustainability
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social flower blend
$14.98
Raise your standards and enhance your morning
routine. Kero brand coffee is created through a
perfect balance of quality beans and an intricate
roasting process.
bag size

v

quantity

v

add to cart

related products

cyber explorer blend
$14.98 |

more details

sign up for our newsletter

double click blend
$14.98 |

more details

Enter your e-mail address
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become our
partner
Thank you for your interest in Kero
Coffee’s wholesale program. This is a
very selective program for a very
small number of businesses. Please
fill out the wholesale application
below and we will get back to you as
soon as possible.
Notice: no e-commerce stores or
businesses outside of North America
will be accepted at this time. Sorry for
the inconvenience!

training and
support
We know great coffee isn’t a solo
mission. That’s why Kero Coffee is
dedicated to helping each of our
wholesale partners develop, maintain,
and grow their coffee programs. We
provide training and continuous
support to all our wholesale partners.
Our trainers have decades of
experience in all aspects of coffee
preparation and they tailor your
training to your individual needs.

wholesale
application
full name

business name

business type
coffee shop

v

website url

e-mail address

business address

country
united states

v

zip code

phone number

why do you want to sell
kero coffee?

send request

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

>

contact us
terms of service
return policy
careers
sustainability
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whole bean
ground coffee
k-cups

become our partner

sale items

Thank you for your interest in Kero Coffee’s
wholesale program. This is a very selective
program for a very small number of businesses.
Please fill out the wholesale application below
and we will get back to you as soon as possible.
Notice: no e-commerce stores or businesses
outside of North America will be accepted at
this time. Sorry for the inconvenience!

training and support
We know great coffee isn’t a solo mission.
That’s why Kero Coffee is dedicated to helping
each of our wholesale partners develop,
maintain, and grow their coffee programs. We
provide training and continuous support to all
our wholesale partners. Our trainers have
decades of experience in all aspects of coffee
preparation and they tailor your training to your
individual needs.

wholesale application
full name

business name

business type
coffee shop

v

website url

e-mail address

business address

country

zip code

united states

v

phone number

why do you want to sell kero coffee?

send request

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address

terms of service / sustainability
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whole bean
ground coffee
k-cups

become our partner

sale items

Thank you for your interest in Kero Coffee’s
wholesale program. This is a very selective
program for a very small number of
businesses. Please fill out the wholesale
application below and we will get back to
you as soon as possible.
Notice: no e-commerce stores or businesses
outside of North America will be accepted at
this time. Sorry for the inconvenience!

training and support
We know great coffee isn’t a solo mission.
That’s why Kero Coffee is dedicated to
helping each of our wholesale partners
develop, maintain, and grow their coffee
programs. We provide training and
continuous support to all our wholesale
partners. Our trainers have decades of
experience in all aspects of coffee
preparation and they tailor your training to
your individual needs.

wholesale application
full name

business name

business type
v

coffee shop
website url

e-mail address

business address

zip code

country
united states

v

phone number

why do you want to sell kero coffee?

send request

sign up for our newsletter

Enter your e-mail address
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